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Call for Presentation Abstracts

Knowledge and Technology Analytics in Organizations

IFORS – The International Federation of Operational Research Societies is holding its 23rd Triennial Conference on operations research, management science, and other related subjects. It is being held in the beautiful city of Santiago, Chile with opportunities for technical excursions.

We are organizing a cluster of two sessions in the broad area of Knowledge and Technology Analytics in Organizations. The emphasis of papers expected in this cluster is on how organizations effectively and efficiently deploy knowledge in their operations. Or, how to best manage the knowledge organizations. Cases pertaining to the applications in real world organizations are also welcome.

1. Organize your thoughts into an abstract of under 2500 characters for submission online at the IFORS site. Give a title to your presentation.
   Submit your abstract at https://www.euro-online.org/web/accounts/register/. Submit it for the session Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation. Use Code daf9bb03. I will adjust it appropriately.

2. Let me know by email (ad.amar@shu.edu) that you have submitted your abstract or you need help.

3. The IFORS deadline is March 15, 2023. But do not wait. Your abstract will be processed, or I will help you improve it.
   At the conference, you will have a PPT presentation to last about 15 minutes. If you have a written paper ready, you may distribute it at the session to get audience feedback. A number of journals are expected to be present at the conference to offer publication opportunities to those authors with completed papers.

For more detail, contact:
Professor A. D. Amar, Cluster Chair, AD.Amar@SHU.edu Seton Hall University, NJ 07079, USA